SU-E-T-237: Leading 25 in 25: A Bibliometric Analysis of Classics Articles in IMRT.
Scientific publication in IMRT has experienced significant development since its introduction. Bibliometric analyses allow an understanding of how this publication trend is organized at an aggregated level. Citation analysis is one of the most widely used bibliometric tools of scientometrics. Analysis of classics, defined as an articles with 100 or more citations, is common in the biomedical sciences as it reflects an article's influence and the recognition it receives in its professional and scientific community. Our objective was to identify the 25 most frequently cited classic articles in IMRT in the past 25 years. The 25 most-cited IMRT articles were identified by searching ISI's Web of Knowledge and Pubmed databases for all related publications from 1986 through 2011. Articles were evaluated for several characteristics such as author(s), institution, country of origin, publication year, type, and number of citations. An unadjusted categorical analysis was performed to compare all articles published in the search period. Our search yielded a cumulative total of 37,197 entries for the publication period. Original research and clinical trial articles accounted for 25,827 and 312, respectively, for a total of 25,719 entries. The 25 most-cited articles were identified from the latter sum and selected out of 123 classics. The number of citations per article ranged from 203 to 504. IMRT classics appeared in one general and five core journals. This study analyzed publication patterns focused on IMRT, its most influential classic articles, journals that published them, their authors and other salient characteristics. Such information is of importance to researchers and those who wish to study the history and development of the field.